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smp aviation and Thuraya are pleased to announce the introduction of Thuraya Aero in partnership
with the Aero Group, namely:
antenna system
aeronautical modem
software defined radio
The partnership’s goal is to provide airborne satellite communication on a robust and flexible network
to deliver considerable operational cost savings and affordable as well as calculable airtime costs. With
negligible installation expenses and easy conversion of existing L-band systems, Thuraya Aero is set to
offer an exciting and attractive alternative to anything currently available on the market. Hardware and
software components are being developed in partnership with the Aero Group.
This powerful combination of well-known aerospace solution suppliers has already secured all necessary
aero-approvals to offer these high class products to the aeronautical market. Preliminary system flights
have been completed successfully. Watch our maiden flight now, as we put the innovative components
to the test.

http://www.smp-aviation.com/downloads

This incomparable, state-of-the-art technology is set to be commercially available in the second quarter
of 2017. An extensive range of airtime packages will be offered, alongside 24/7 hotlines for customer
support. The airborne system will include all necessary hardware and software, with expert local service
partners for each market.
Advantages compared to existing systems:
 lowest cost of ownership
 significant operational cost savings
 robust, flexible network
 easy conversion of existing L-Band systems
 negligible reinstallation costs
Are you interested in optimizing your satellite communications?
Contact us at www.smp-aviation.com or call us under +43 699 1 42 41 42 1
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Information about Thuraya and smp aviation:
Thuraya Telecommunications Company is one of the world’s leading mobile satellite services (MSS)
operators. It owns and operates two geo-stationary (GEO) satellites, and the Thuraya network covers two
thirds of the globe and 161 countries. Thuraya covers the rest of the world by global system for mobile (GSM)
roaming. Its customers come from a variety of sectors, including government and NGOs, maritime, energy,
and media.

smp aviation has been chosen as general contractor and exclusive partner by Thuraya to create and launch
its innovative aero products. smp aviation specializes in providing security (and security-related) solutions
to organizations such as armed forces, police, civil protection, coast guard, search & rescue and many other
agencies. smp aviation has delivered services both to governmental organizations and non-governmental
clients for more than two decades. The dedicated smp aviation team of experts has extensive experience in
military and paramilitary project management and works in cooperative partnerships across sales, marketing,
logistics, after sales support and services.
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